
 
Instructor: Dr. Emerald Christopher-Byrd 
Office:  ICC 456 
E-mail:  elc78@georgetown.edu (preferred form of contact) 
Office hours: By appointment 
 
GENERAL COURSE INFORMATION 
 
Introduction to Women’s and Gender Studies is a multicultural, interdisciplinary introduction to some of 
the major concepts and political issues surrounding gender and society. We will explore the manner in 
which ‘gender’ intersects with race, sexuality, nationality, class and other identities to shape systems of 
power that contribute to and reinforce inequality. Through an investigation of popular culture, media, 
scholarly works, and discussion, we will explore how representation as objects, consumers, subjects, 
creators, challengers, and critics both reflect and produce ideas about femininity and masculinity. This 
course will provide students with tools to critique power structures and aims to empower students to 
explore the possibility of change. 
 
SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
 

 Demonstrate an understanding of the history of feminist movements in the United States 
 Compare and contrast feminist theories of sex and gender 
 Apply social constructionist and intersectional perspective in order to deconstruct and rethink what 

is assumed as “common sense” and “natural” 
 Analyze social privilege and explain how its effects are mediated through institutional apparatuses 
 Explain how gender intersects with other social categorizations including race, class, and sexuality 
 Demonstrate an understanding of the history of violence against women 
 Examine agency and resilience  

 
CLASSROOM FORMAT 
 
As a distance learning course, this class will meet online. Canvas will serve as this course’s classroom 
space. Lectures, videos, and course readings for each module can be found on Canvas. Because this is a 
discussion based course, and all of our communication will be written, you will spend a great amount of 
time reading and writing in this online course than you would in a face-to-face class. 
 
REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS 
 
Access to a GU email account.  
 
Articles on the WGST 140 Canvas site (C on course schedule). 
 
Zinn, Maxine Baca, Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo, Michael A. Messner, and Amy M. Denissen. Gender 

through the prism of difference. Oxford University Press, USA, 2015 (GPD on course schedule). 
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POLICIES 
Canvas – This course utilizes the learning management system, Canvas. On the course’s Canvas site 
students will find access to additional course readings, assignments, and other resources. 
 
Communicating with Instructor  / Netiquette Policy – Students should check their e-mail regularly. The 
faculty at Georgetown University expect students to communicate effectively and professionally. Because 
e-mail is quick and easy, it is sometimes mistakenly considered informal. When you correspond with 
friends, informality is acceptable. However, in other circumstances, such as in academic and professional 
related communication, e-mail should be formal. Please use the following guidelines when sending 
academic and professional related communication: 

 When communicating with the instructor by e-mail, please do not expect an immediate response. 
The instructor will reply to all messages within 24 hours on business days. Students should not 
wait until the night before an assignment is due to contact the instructor with questions. 

 Indicate the topic of the message in the subject line. 
 E-mails should begin with a greeting (i.e. Professor or Dr.). Using “Hey,” “What up Sis,” 

“Emerald,” another informal greeting, or no greeting at all may not yield a response. 
 Reference the class title and name somewhere in your e-mail if not the subject line.  
 Use proper English, grammar, and spelling; proofread before sending. Do not use text language, 

emojis, or hashtags (#thatwontendwellforU). 
 Before sending your e-mail be sure that your question has not already been addressed in the 

syllabus. 
 Sign your name to all e-mails. 
 If a student chooses to ignore this format in their e-mail correspondence, the instructor reserves 

the right to not answer the e-mail until properly formatted. 
 
Honor System: Students are expected to abide by the Georgetown University Undergraduate Honor 
System. If you have not already done so, please familiarize yourself with the material and information 
posted on the Honor Council’s website.  
 
Academic Resource Center: Students with disabilities should contact the Academic Resource Center 
(arc@georgetown.edu) for further information about accommodations available to you. The Center is 
located in the Leavey Center, Suite 335. The Academic Resource Center is the campus office responsible 
for reviewing documentation provided by students with disabilities and for determining reasonable 
accommodations in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and University policies.  
 
Academic Dishonesty & Plagiarism: As members of this class and the Georgetown University 
community, all students are expected to act honestly. This includes but is not limited to a pledge to never 
lie, cheat, steal, or in any other way act in an unethical manner. Unethical behavior is taken very seriously 
in this class.  
 
Of particular importance to this class is a consideration of plagiarism. Plagiarism is when you 
misrepresent someone else’s words, thoughts, ideas or organization as your own – intentionally or 
unintentionally. Again, intent does not matter when it comes to plagiarism. You are responsible for taking 
all steps necessary to make sure that your ideas are your own, or that proper credit is given for the ideas 
and words of others. 
 
Plagiarism is not just directly copying sections of a paper from someone else or buying a paper from the 
internet. It also includes not properly citing authorities that you’ve consulted, giving your essay to 
someone else for editing, or plugging your own words into someone else’s sentence structure. Plagiarism 
will always result in an “F” on the assignment in which it took place, with no chance for make-up, and 
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may be grounds for failure of the class. Please see the Student Code of Conduct for a more in-depth 
discussion of plagiarism and the penalties involved. If you have any concerns about plagiarism or about a 
specific writing assignment, please contact me before you turn in the assignment. Once an assignment is 
submitted, it cannot be changed.  
 
Offensive Material: Some of the things said or shown in this class may and should offend you. Films, if 
shown, as well as written material may contain violence, nudity, and/or coarse language. I, or your fellow 
students may say things that shock or disturb you. I expect students to exercise their own discretion and 
judgment when faced with such potentially offensive material. I also expect students to deal with their 
classmates with courtesy, respect, and decorum, even when a classmate has said or done something you 
find offensive (although this is not a license to be offensive, and abusive behavior or harassment will not 
be tolerated at any time). If the material covered in this class brings into question matters relating to your 
own faith, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, race, or any other feature of your identity, please take the time to 
examine your reactions and their bases and reflect on the nature of your discomfort. 
 
Late Assignments & Missed Work: Make-up work will not be accepted.  Assignments are due as indicated 
on the syllabus.   
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COURSE ACTIVITIES AND STUDENT ASSESSMENT 
 

1. Discussion Board Participation (30%): 
This is a discussion-based course and as such it requires students to engage in weekly online 
discussions via our Canvas course site. Students are expected to post a minimum of three times per 
week, on at least two different days during the week in which the materials are assigned. Anything 
posted after the week’s end (Sunday at 7 p.m.) will be considered late and will not be accepted 
without prior approval from the instructor. In other words, you must post on the discussion board 
EVERY WEEK while class is in session in order to receive credit for your posts.  
 
The goal of this assignment is to encourage you to discuss parts of the readings that you find most 
compelling and relevant to your own lives. While I encourage students to make connections 
between the readings and other media or personal experience, outside materials should never 
replace the assigned readings.  
 

 The first of your 3 (minimum) posts will be a question that sparks discussion about that 
week’s assigned materials. You could ask a question about: 

o An aspect of the author’s argument that you found difficult to understand. 
o An aspect of the author’s argument that you found compelling or disagreed with. 
o Connections between the readings and the media news, blogs, films, television etc. 
o Your question should be directly related to the assigned readings or videos and 

contain a subject heading that accurately indicates what your post is about. 
o I recommend you post your question early in the week so that other students have 

the opportunity to interact with you. 
o While your first post is intended to initiate discussion, your additional posts for 

that week should keep that discussion going. 
 Your second post will be in response to a classmate’s question or one of my questions. 
 Your third post will be a response to students who have responsed to your question. 

 
I will offer feedback on discussion board posts. Discussion board posts will be graded on both 
frequency and quality. This dialogue must center around the course text and concepts. A high-
quality post is one that focuses on the theme for that module, makes use of the course concepts, 
and draws on specific references to the assigned readings. A post of superior quality will do all of 
that in addition to making connections between readings and modules. I highly recommend you 
write all posts as a Word document, then copy and paste it into the discussion board to avoid losing 
your work should you encounter technical difficulties.  
 

2. Quizzes (30%) 
Throughout the course you will be required to complete six quizzes, accessible though Canvas. 
These quizzes will cover assigned readings, videos, and lectures. You may use your books and 
notes during the quiz, but each quiz will be timed. Therefore, I recommend you stay on top of the 
material so that you can maximize your potential. Each quiz will be released at 12:00 p.m. on 
Friday. You may take the quiz at any time between 12:00 p.m. Friday to 11:5.9. p.m. on Sunday. 
Once you open the quiz, you will be forced to finish it.  

 
3. Media Watch Presentation (20%): 

Much of what we read and discuss in class has implications for the world outside of the classroom. 
As a way of exploring these connections, you will be required to submit one fifteen-minute 
presentation via Voice Thread in response to women’s and gender studies related issues in the 
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media (this includes newspapers, news programs, websites, music, music videos, television shows, 
films, books, magazines, advertisements, etc). You must demonstrate that you are able to apply 
concepts from class to the “real world” by using terminology and concepts from class readings. No 
outside sources other than the media source you are analyzing should be used. You may not use a 
media example that has already been discussed in class.  
 
Your presentation will be graded as a formal assignment. This means that you must give your 
presentation a title, use a thesis statement to focus your post, use proper spelling and grammar, cite 
your sources using MLA citation style, and provide a works cited slide at the end of the 
presentation. I highly recommend you save a copy of your presentation so that you have a backup 
document in the case of technical difficulties.  
 
For your presentation you must: 

 Directly engage with one classroom text and one media text. 
 Accurately and briefly describe the media example. 
 Thoroughly and thoughtfully analyze how the media text you have chosen is related to one 

concept from class (this concept must be properly defined). 
 Properly cite your sources (both the media text and classroom text) using MLA. 
 Carefully and thoroughly proofread your presentation for spelling and grammatical errors. 

 
In addition, you are required to view and respond to a minimum of two presentations that are not 
your own. These posts should adhere to the same quality guidelines as discussion board posts. 
Participation points earned for your comments/response to journal entries will count towards your 
overall participation grade. 
 

4. Final (20%) 
The final exam will be available via Canvas during the last week of class. The exam will be 
comprised of short-answer, multiple choice, and essay questions. Like the quizzes, once you open 
the exam, you will be forced to finish it. The final is comprehensive, open-note, open-book exam 
and will cover class readings, videos, and lectures. The final exam will be timed. 

 
 
FINAL GRADING SCALE 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


